PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES OF SOUTHEASTERN OHIO

WILBER STOUT AND G. F. LAMB

INTRODUCTION

In a general way the physiographic features of southeastern Ohio, that is, the area south and east of the glacial boundary, appear complex due to the series of events that have taken place in the region. The results, largely the work of water, now appear as peneplains, straths, cuestas, stream changes, terraces, fills, and other features of less importance. Aside from water, other agencies and modifying influences are, direct and indirect action of glaciers, crustal movements, dip of strata, kind of rock on outcrop, affectibility of strata by weathering, ease of suspension, etc. The work of sculpturing the land surface began with uplift at the close of Permian time and has continued to the present. The quantity of work accomplished at different times has varied due to the agencies at work, to the intensity of the forces and to the time they were active. The area contains many features of interest.

PHYSIOGRAPHIC FEATURES AND ORDER OF EVENTS

The prominent physiographic factors in southeastern Ohio may be listed in the following order, beginning with the oldest.

1. Monadnock hills and ridges, representing possible remnants of the original surface.
2. Harrisburg peneplain, the oldest well defined erosion surface.
   A. Uplift and rejuvenation.
3. Lexington peneplain, best developed to the west.
   B. Uplift and rejuvenation.
4. Parker strath with Teays, Pittsburgh and Dover drainage systems developed.
C. Flooding and filling of valleys through damming by early drift sheet, possibly Jerseyan.
D. Uplift and rejuvenation.
(5) Deep stage drainage with Cincinnati, Newark and Pomeroy drainage developed.
E. Cutting of valleys much below that of the older system.
F. Advance of Illinoian ice with consequent changes.
(6) Post-Illinoian drainage with the development of the New Martinsville, Post-Illinoian Muskingum and Post-Illinoian Hocking rivers.
G. Cutting of cols and formation of new valleys.
H. Advance of Wisconsin ice with again a shift of drainage.
(7) Present drainage system of the Ohio, Tuscarawas, Muskingum, Hocking, and Scioto Rivers.
I. Removal of outwash, formation of terraces, new channels, etc.

**MONADNOCK HILLS AND RIDGES**

Throughout southeastern Ohio many knobs and ridges stand out as monadnocks, which are elevations projecting above the surface of a peneplain. Many of these are definite and distinct. The number and distribution of these suggest that they are the remnants of a once higher level or of the original surface. In either case it was destroyed by succeeding cycles of uplift and erosion. Near the close of the Paleozoic era crustal movements resulted in the building of the Appalachian Mountains and also in the uplifting, to where erosive agencies became active, of much territory (such as the Allegheny Plateau) bordering these highlands. During the Mezozoic era that followed, these land areas were severely attacked by erosion and eventually brought to a base leveled condition. Again other cycles of uplift and erosion further reduced the highland areas, and produced the plateau surfaces as we now know them.

The monadnock hills and ridges are well distributed over southeastern Ohio, yet their crests lack uniformity, indicating that they are only mere remnants of a higher surface. In Columbiana, Jefferson, Belmont, and Monroe counties these features stand out from a peneplain with an elevation varying from 1,260 to 1,280 feet. The common average is considered at 1,270 feet.
In Columbiana County the outstanding hill, the highest in southeastern Ohio, is Round Knob located in Section 22, Madison Township, and having an elevation of 1,447 feet. It is capped with the Morgantown sandstone, a bed prominently developed to the southwest in Jefferson County. In Wayne Township west of Madison some of the high knobs which rise from 1,350 to 1,385 feet also carry the Morgantown sandstone as the cap rock. These deposits are thus outliers from the main field and have been cut off by erosion. In all, in Hanover, West, Center, Wayne, and Madison townships eleven knobs or ridges have elevations above 1,365 feet and four of them above 1,410 feet.

To the southwest of this in Jefferson County the entire area has been reduced close to the peneplain surface as the highest knob rises only to 1,388 feet and as only four are above 1,345 feet. These knobs, however, rise much higher geologically as some of them extend well up into the Dunkard series of the Permian. The upper surface of Carroll County is also well reduced as the ridge crests remain rather constantly at 1,260 feet. The only noteworthy exceptions are two knobs in Fox Township, one rising to 1,350 feet and the other to 1,370 feet. The ridges all end geologically in the Conemaugh series.

The monadnocks in Belmont County show some increase in elevation, are more numerous, and are more widely distributed. The highest knob, 1,400 feet, is in Goshen Township and the next highest, Galloway knob, 1,397 feet, in Smith Township. In all ten knobs or ridges rise from 1,350 to 1,400 feet. The rocks capping these are strata well up in the Dunkard series, the highest being shales and sandstones above the Ninevah coal.

These special features, high knobs and ridges, are most outstanding in Monroe County where six hills rise above 1,400 feet and twenty or more above 1,360 feet. Mainly the cap rocks are beds in the Greene formation of the Dunkard series, and are thus the highest strata in the consolidated rocks of Ohio. In eastern Harrison County a few knobs in Archer, German, Rumley, Lee, and Cadiz townships rise to 1,350 feet or more, the highest being approximately 1,370 feet. Most of these are capped with rocks in the basal portion of the Monongahela formation. In the western part of the area the ridge crests remain close to the 1,260–1,280 foot peneplain level.
To the west of this highland area or in Tuscarawas, Coshocton, Guernsey, Muskingum, Washington, Noble, Morgan, Athens, Hocking, Jackson, Pike, Meigs, Gallia, Lawrence and Scioto counties, the destructive agencies have been severe, the results being a basin in which few ridges rise above the 1,260–1,280 foot level and in which in large areas the general ridge crests are much below this contour. The lower plain is that of the Lexington peneplain, discussed later.

The high plain with monadnock knobs and ridges in southern Columbiana, eastern Carroll, Jefferson, eastern Harrison, Belmont, and Monroe counties constitutes the highland area of southeastern Ohio. The number and wide distribution of these elevations show that they are remnants of much additional strata that escaped complete destruction. The thickness or quantity removed is not known but was certainly more than one hundred feet, probably much more. If the Permian rocks were laid down in this area to the full thickness shown in West Virginia, then several hundred feet was lost through base leveling. The monadnocks thus appear as remnants of a higher surface that through severe erosion has lost distinctive features.

HARRISBURG PENEPLAIN

GENERAL FEATURES

A careful survey of the highland area in southeastern Ohio in Columbiana, eastern Carroll, Jefferson, eastern Harrison, Belmont, and Monroe counties shows that most of the higher ridges reach a rather uniform elevation of about 1,260–1,280 feet. These flat surfaces on the ridges mark the position of the Harrisburg peneplain. Generally these ridges are prominently broad and flat and are the sites for towns, villages, farm homes and highways. The culture in this area is thus, in the main, on the ridges and not in the valleys or it is in direct contrast to what it is in the area to the west. The highland area of eastern Ohio with its well-developed Harrisburg peneplain is distinctive in many ways, especially physiographically.

FLUSHING ESCARPMENT

The western boundary of this highland area is an outstanding physiographic feature of the region and is marked by the escarpment and the change in the pattern of the contours where the Harrisburg peneplain breaks down to the lower
Lexington level. This distinct modification is called by the writers the Flushing escarpment from the name of the village in Belmont County where the change is so conspicuously developed. Diagram 1, taken from the Flushing topographic sheet, shows this change of contour pattern very well.

The pattern east of the Flushing escarpment in this respect lacks the deep indentations of that to the west. Thus the surface east of the escarpment in contrast to that to the west has wider ridges, less direct relief, fewer small streams, and in general more uniformity. The boundary is on the old water divide separating major streams of Teays time. This escarpment is readily traced by the change in elevation of the ridge summits and by the difference of contour pattern.

The Flushing escarpment passes from the drift border near Kensington, Columbiana County, southward through Morris-town, Mechanicstown, Harlem Springs, and Kilgore, Carroll County, through Germano, Folk, and Cadiz, Harrison County, through Flushing, Morristown, Bethesda, Speidel, Barnesville, and Boston, Belmont County, and through Monroefield, Lewisville, Woodsfield, Mt. Carrick, Round Bottom, Morton and Goodwin to the Ohio River about two miles above Hannibal,
Monroe County. Along most of this course the Flushing escarpment is well and definitely defined but locally it is evidently modified, suggesting local shifting through stream advancement.

**CONTRAST OF HARRISBURG AND LEXINGTON AREAS**

The Harrisburg and Lexington peneplain areas show differences worthy of comment. The proportion of land above the 1,260 foot contour is much greater in the Harrisburg area than it is in the Lexington where the forces of erosion were more in evidence in reducing the uplands and in dissecting the plains. The ridge flats of the former generally carry a rather definite type of soil, evidently formed in part from materials left by the degrading forces with subsequent weathering and leaching. The Harrisburg and Lexington areas are contrasted also in the patterns of the streams and in the gradients of the floors. In the Lexington area the streams have developed mature dendritic patterns whereas in the Harrisburg they are far less sculptured. This is best shown by diagrams 2a and 2b.

---

**Diagram 2a**. Pine Creek in Lawrence County Typical of the Lexington Area.

**Diagram 2b**. Baker Fork near Woodsfield in Monroe County Typical of the Harrisburg Area.
This dissimilarity in pattern is due to the difference of intrenchment developed by the streams from their inception to the close of Teays time. This long erosion cycle thus gave rise to the surface sculpturing of the uplands. West of the Flushing escarpment or in the Lexington area the valleys were more deeply intrenched and more mature than were those east of this break or in the Harrisburg area. The cause for this is not clear, but appears to be that the area west of the escarpment was in the lower part of a great drainage basin whereas that east of this physiographic line was at the headwaters of streams that
had far to flow before reaching the sea. Further, the nature of the rock was, to some extent, a modifying factor. The soft shale of the Conemaugh series gave way more readily than the fresh-water limestones of the Monongahela or the massive sandstones of the Allegheny and Pottsville.

The difference in stream gradients is quite marked in the two areas. This feature is shown in diagrams 3a and 3b.

The streams in the Lexington area have low gradients along their lower courses with little or no intrenching. The cutting is mainly at the headwaters. Such streams show maturity in the cycle of erosion. The streams in the Harrisburg area, in contrast, have rather high and uniform gradients throughout. Intrenchment is still going on throughout much of their courses.

HARRISBURG LEVEL WEST OF FLUSHING ESCARPMENT

Throughout that part of Ohio south of the drift border and west of the Flushing escarpment the Harrisburg peneplain level is identified by the higher ridge crests throughout much of the area. The common elevation, however, descends considerably below that in the highland area east of the Flushing escarpment. Throughout much of Carroll, Tuscarawas, Holmes, western Harrison, southwestern Ross, western Pike, and eastern Adams counties many ridges reach the 1,260 foot level. In much of Coshocton, Guernsey, Muskingum, Noble, Washington, Morgan, Hocking, and Athens counties they range between 1,100 and 1,260 feet, whereas in Meigs, Gallia, Lawrence, and Scioto counties they seldom exceed 1,100 feet and many are much below this. These ridge crests thus appear to mark the floor of some ancient drainage basin that gave rise to the base leveling and drained southwest into Kentucky.

HIGHLAND AREAS WITHIN THE DRIFT

Other highland areas within the State, but within the field of drift, comparable in elevation (1,260–1,280 feet) to that in eastern Ohio, are found around Loudonville in Morrow, Richland, Ashland, and Knox counties, near Chardon in Geauga, near Zanesfield in Logan and Champaign, and around Chillicothe in Ross. The first mentioned area includes northeastern Morrow, southern Richland, northern Knox, and southwestern Ashland counties. This is really the highland area of Ohio as the general elevation of the ridge crests is higher here than elsewhere in the State. The region is considerably
smoothed by drift. The area around Chardon is relatively small and belongs at the crest of the wall of the Portage escarpment that stretches eastward from Cleveland to Albany, New York. The area in western Ohio in Logan and Champaign counties is capped by Campbell Hill, 1,550 feet, the highest point in the State. It is drift covered. The Zanesfield area includes eastern Logan and, with less definition, eastern Champaign County. In the Chillicothe area the highest ridges are east of the Scioto River in the vicinity of Mount Logan and south of Paint Creek near that of Copperas Mountain. These widely scattered remnants thus show that the 1,260–1,280 foot level was defined across the State.

UPLIFT AND REJUVENATION

Harrisburg peneplanation was brought to a close by uplift and rejuvenation, regional in extent and in influence. This movement was certainly not violent but appears to have been slow and orderly. In Columbiana County the total rise was some 140 feet and in Vinton County not far from 100 feet. After this event another long period of crustal stability gave rise to the second stage of base leveling resulting in the Lexington peneplain.

LEXINGTON PENEPLAIN

GENERAL FEATURES

The Lexington peneplain, also known as the Worthington, received its name from the regularity of the ridge crests in the Bluegrass region near Lexington, Kentucky. In the unglaciated part of Ohio this erosion level is best represented in eastern Scioto, Lawrence, Gallia, Meigs, Jackson, and Vinton counties. During the upwarping the streams with renewed activities soon cut deep valleys in the older surface and during the long period of crustal quiescence that followed they gradually developed wide gradation plains along their courses and also reduced the water divides between many basins to much lower levels.

West of the Flushing escarpment the Lexington level is well defined but east of this it is commonly only a strath stage and in some areas without apparent definition. It appears as shoulders, from 1,100 to 1,160 feet, along Little Beaver and West Fork in Columbiana County, along Short Creek in Jefferson, along Wheeling, McMahon, and Captina creeks in
Belmont, and along Sunfish Creek in Monroe. West of the Flushing escarpment the common crest level along the divides is 930 to 990 feet. This surface is best defined in eastern Scioto, Lawrence, Gallia, Meigs, Jackson, and Vinton counties and is marked to a less extent in eastern Hocking, western Athens, western Morgan, Perry, and central Muskingum counties. The general effect is that of a low flat basin the trough of which slopes in a general way southwestward into Kentucky. Lexington peneplanation is accredited to late Tertiary time.

Certain features warrant the assumption that the high-level surface east of the Flushing escarpment, called Harrisburg, is really the same in age and in origin as the one from 250 to 300 feet lower to the west of the divide, known as Lexington. The two, however, differ not only in elevation but in intensity of sculpturing and in maturity of drainage. Such distinctions may be due to many contributing elements operating under somewhat different conditions. The area east of the Flushing escarpment was drained by a stream flowing eastward to the sea, whereas that west of the divide was drained by one flowing westward to the gulf. These master streams differed in the length of the courses, in the gradient of the floors, in the physiographic provinces traversed, in the nature of the rocks eroded, in the dip of the strata and in other factors of less importance. Such causes may be sufficient to account for the distinctive features of the two areas, truly correlative in age.

UPLIFT AND REJUVENATION

Again regional uplift prevailed with consequent rejuvenation and with the initiation of another cycle of erosion. In general the floors of the new streams thus formed in the unglaciated part of Ohio were from 150 to 190 feet below the Lexington or 260 to 340 feet below the older Harrisburg peneplain. At the other extreme of the unglaciated area, Scioto County, the floors of the major streams of this cycle of erosion now stand from 640 to 740 feet above tide. This causes them to fall from 190 to 250 feet below the Lexington level here the main peneplain for reference. The latter condition, or interval, is not far different in the other counties west of the Flushing escarpment.
PARKER STRATH—TEAYS DRAINAGE STAGE

GENERAL STATEMENT

The third well-defined modification of the surface through the work of erosive agencies is the Parker strath which is the name applied collectively to the remnants of old valleys formed by stream action just prior to the first ice invasion or in late Tertiary time. This general stage of erosion is commonly referred to as Teays because the master stream, as now known, of that period was the Teays which was of wide lateral extent, had important modifying influences, and left many interesting features for future study. The Parker strath may be defined
as an immature peneplain or erosion level, the work of streams during Teays time. (See map of Teays Drainage System.)

WORK DONE DURING TEAYS TIME

This new cycle of erosion was inaugurated by a slow uplifting of the land that brought to a close the long period of quiescence which resulted in the formation of the Lexington peneplain. As a consequence of this upward movement of the surface by internal forces the streams were rejuvenated and began carving valleys in the recently elevated plain. The Parker cycle was short compared to the more remote Lexington and Harrisburg but yet it was of sufficient duration for a large amount of work to be done. The streams of Teays time maturely dissected much of the older gradation surfaces and lowered many of the water divides. In general they cut rather broad valleys with moderate slopes from 150 to 250 feet below the mean level of the Lexington peneplain. The uplifting appears to have been gradual or at least without prolonged pauses as rock cut terraces are not conspicuous at any position on the valley walls. The Parker cycle was brought to a close by the advance of an early ice sheet, probably Jerseyan which caused general modification and rearrangement of the drainage systems of the entire region.

EARLY RECOGNITION OF OLD STREAMS

Drainage modifications are so conspicuous in the unglaciated part of the State, especially the southern portion, that they were noted by most of the geologists that worked in this field. Prominent deserted valleys, sudden changes in soils, peculiar types of clays, beds of gravel and sand, buried wood, rounded stones, etc., were evidences that attracted the attention and led to speculation if not to definite records. The history of drainage changes goes back to the recorded observations of that great scientist and master mind, Dr. S. P. Hildreth, of Marietta. In the First Annual Report of the Geological Survey of Ohio, dated January 17, 1838, he states under the title "Fossil fresh water shells,—Bed of ancient Lake":

"On Mr. Lawton's farm, in Barlow township, Washington County, in the midst of the marl region, is a locality of fossil fresh water shells, of the genus Unio. They are imbedded in coarse sand or gravel, cemented by ferruginous matter. The

specimens are casts, replaced by an argillaceous oxide of iron. The spot in which they are found, has once evidently been the bed of an ancient lake or pond. It is now a beautiful valley of a mile or more in width, by four miles in length, surrounded by low hills. On the south side, a small branch drains the superfluous water into the Little Hocking. In digging wells for domestic use, in this tract, beds of sand, gravel and plastic clay, are passed to the depth of 30 feet, containing imbedded branches of trees, leaves and fragments of wood, of recent and living species. Similar valleys and levels are found in the uplands of the western part of the county, lying between the head waters of the creeks, and are a kind of table land. From the frequency of these flat lands between the head waters of the Little Hocking and the south branch of Wolf creek, it is quite possible that, at some remote period, the waters of Wolf creek were discharged into the Ohio river instead of the Muskingum. This opinion is strengthened from the fact, that the head branches of the south fork now rise within two miles of the Ohio, and run northerly, parallel with and opposite to, the course of the Muskingum for 12 miles, and joins that river, 20 miles from its mouth. The remains of its ancient beds would form pools and ponds of standing water, furnishing fit residences for the fresh water shells, whose fossil remains are now found there. Great changes have, evidently, been made in the direction of all our water courses, before they found their present levels."

The old stream here described, was of Teays time, rose in the upper reaches of what is now the Meigs Creek basin, flowed southward past Waterford, Watertown and Barlow to the old Marietta River at the village of Little Hocking, on the Ohio.

The geologists contributing to the survey of Ohio in 1869 and 1870 made a few comments but no lengthy discussions on drainage changes. Read, however, in 1878, describes with considerable detail the ancient river systems in Knox County and Orton, in the same year, traces the old streams connecting the valleys of the two Miamis in Warren County. The drainage of western Pennsylvania became of interest between 1890 and 1900 when Poshey, Hice, Chamberlin, and Leverett began to trace the old water ways with much care. Tight in 1897 began serious work on the old drainage systems in central Ohio and in 1903 wrote his masterpiece on the Teays in southern Ohio and adjacent parts of West Virginia and Kentucky. Other
The master stream, the Teays River, rose far out in the Piedmont of North Carolina and Virginia, flowed northwestern to Charleston, West Virginia, thence westward along the route now followed by the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway past St. Albans, Milton, and Barboursville to the present valley of the Ohio River at Huntington. From this place its course was much the same as that of the present stream, the Ohio River, to Wheelersburg, Ohio, where the two courses change radically. From Huntington to Wheelersburg, however, the old Teays floor is well recognized by wide flats south of Ashland, Kentucky, and by prominent terraces between Franklin Furnace and Wheelersburg on the Ohio side. From Wheelersburg the present stream flows westward towards Portsmouth and Cincinnati, whereas the preglacial Teays River continued northward past Minford, Stockdale, Glade, Beaver, Givens, Waverly, Richmondale, and Vigo to Chillicothe, beyond which the old valley is buried with a thick mantle of glacial drift. From Chillicothe, however, the course is traced with some certainty to near Circleville where, from work of Ver Steeg, the stream turned and then flowed northwestward past the St. Marys Reservoir, finally ending in the Gulf then extended far northward.

The rock floor of the old Teays River as determined has an elevation of about 670 feet at Scary, West Virginia, 660 feet at Huntington, 650 feet at Russell, Kentucky, 650 feet on Dogwood Ridge near Wheelersburg, Ohio, 640 feet at Glade, 640 feet at Waverly, and 630 at Chillicothe, beyond which the floor is deeply buried by drift. For this distance the gradient of the old floor is low, only about 4 inches per mile. The stream was thus quite mature and had reached its maximum depth of cutting.

The width of the valley proper varies from 1 to 2 miles but averages not far from 1.45 miles. In general from Huntington, West Virginia, to Chillicothe, Ohio, the width is
rather uniform, widening somewhat down stream through the
influence of various tributaries, some of fair size. Throughout
this part of the course the depth of cutting or the relief at that
period was about 300 feet. This is the difference between the
floor level of the Teays River at 630 to 660 feet and that of the
ridge summits of the Lexington peneplain at 930 to 960 feet.
Such differences, however, decreases as the tributary streams,
as the Marietta, Portsmouth, Albany, Zaleski, etc., are followed
headward.

In general the hills bordering the Teays River and its larger
tributaries are low and well rounded, the resultant of prolonged,
rather mature erosion. Their height and shape, however, are
influenced by the nature of the rocks composing them. Where
shales predominate the relief is much more gentle than where
sandstones are the dominating strata. Within the entire
Teays basin in Ohio south of the drift border the streams have
maturely dissected the uplands. The pattern is decidedly
dendritic, even to the small runs and rills at the headwaters.
The floor gradients also show an advanced stage in the erosion
cycle.

The old Teays Valley is well preserved and open for study
in many places along its course. In West Virginia the outstanding examples are along the route of the Chesapeake and Ohio Railway from St. Albans to Barboursville and the wide
flats southeast of Huntington. In Kentucky the floor with its characteristic silts is well defined south of Ashland and Russel.
In Ohio the course of the Teays River is clearly marked all the
way from Wheelersburg in Scioto County to Chillicothe in
Ross. From the Sun Hill near Wheelersburg one may gaze
eastward across the Teays Valley, northward down the course
of this ancient stream, southward into the valley of the Ohio,
with the Deep Stage buried by about 100 feet of silt, sand, and
gravel, and westward to the col between the Teays and Portsm
mouth rivers. The village of Minford in northern Harrison
Township, Scioto County, is the type locality for Minford
silt, here so well exposed in the cut of the Chesapeake and
Ohio Railway. The old valley with only minor modifications
is well defined northward from Minford past Stockdale to Glade
where it was joined by the Marietta River. From Glade
westward past Beaver and Givens to the Scioto River both the
Teays and the present drainage forms interesting studies.
Northeast of Waverly the Teays and present drainage parallels
one another, the streams flowing in the opposite directions. From Richmonddale northward to Vigo, to Londonderry, and on to Chillicothe the old valley is much modified by deposits from the Illinoian and Wisconsin drift.

MINFORD SILT

Throughout southern Ohio and in adjacent parts of West Virginia and Kentucky, the preglacial drainage lines are all much choked with highly laminated silt, fine sand, and, very locally, coarse rubble. Such materials are found not only along the main waterways of the Teays drainage systems, but also far up the smaller tributaries. The deposits on the old floors are best preserved in the parts of these valleys that do now form divides between present streams and in the parts that were abandoned through piracy, meanders, and other adjustments.

The outstanding deposits in these old valleys are the plastic, highly laminated silts which are well distributed throughout the entire basin, being present locally on the small tributaries as well as on the main stream. The thickness of such deposits varies from 10 to possibly more than 80 feet, but usually the measurements range from 20 to 40 feet.

These silts, called Minford from exposures near that village, are always highly laminated, the laminae being closely and regularly spaced. The material is extremely fine in grain, has a sticky plasticity with little dry strength and has a smooth feel, either wet or dry. The unoxidized color is dark bluish gray and the weathered is brownish gray to drab shades.

The following analyses are representative:

*Analyst*—Downs Schaaf.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Anal.</th>
<th>No. 1</th>
<th>No. 2</th>
<th>No. 3</th>
<th>No. 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Silica, SiO₂</td>
<td>55.91</td>
<td>50.02</td>
<td>53.40</td>
<td>57.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alumina, Al₂O₃</td>
<td>17.30</td>
<td>23.10</td>
<td>28.08</td>
<td>24.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferric oxide, Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>8.58</td>
<td>7.08</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>5.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferrous oxide, FeO</td>
<td>1.33</td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Titanic oxide, TiO₂</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>.74</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phosphorous pentoxide, P₂O₅</td>
<td>.18</td>
<td>.75</td>
<td>.10</td>
<td>.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manganese oxide, MnO</td>
<td>.06</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calcium oxide, CaO</td>
<td>.90</td>
<td>.86</td>
<td>.66</td>
<td>.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Magnesium oxide, MgO</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.94</td>
<td>1.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Potassium oxide, K₂O</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.40</td>
<td>4.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sodium oxide, Na₂O</td>
<td>.45</td>
<td>3.43</td>
<td>trace</td>
<td>.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulphur, S</td>
<td>.04</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.</td>
<td>.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
No. 2  SOUTHEASTERN OHIO

Water, hydroscopic, \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) ........... 2.52  2.77
Water combined, \( \text{H}_2\text{O} + \) ............. 5.27  3.23
Carbon, organic, C ......................... .25  .05  .50  .10
Carbon dioxide, \( \text{CO}_2 \) .................. .72  .04  .30  none

No. 1. Sample taken by R. E. Lamborn, 1929, at cut at Minford, south central Section 33, Madison Township, Scioto County.
No. 2. Sample taken by W. Stout and Downs Schaaf, 1928. Sample taken mainly from upper layer at same locality.
No. 3. Sample taken by W. Stout and Downs Schaaf, 1928, east central Section 25, Union Township, Pike County.
No. 4. Sample taken by W. Stout and Downs Schaaf, 1928, northeast quarter Section 18, Seal Township, Pike County.

The Minford silts are characterized by fineness and uniformity of grain, by high plasticity, by closely spaced laminations, by high content of sericitic mica and by a consistency of character throughout a wide area. They were deposited in rather deep and comparatively quiet waters which were ponded to lake-like conditions throughout the valleys had slight motion and stood well towards the rims of the basins. The high content of sericitic mica indicates that the Minford silts were derived largely from the schists of the Piedmont and therefore the streams headed well out on this old highland. Through obliteration of the lower courses of the Teays streams by glacial action and through flooding of the remaining parts of the courses new drainage lines were established simply by the ponded waters pouring over low divides and cols, thus seeking new ways for outlet to the sea. The new streams, known as Deep Stage drainage, flowed undisturbed until they cut youthful valleys much below the former, or Teays, drainage level.

TRIBUTARIES OF TEAYS

In southern Ohio the master stream of the Teays system was joined by a number of tributaries a few of which were of fair size. The largest of these was the Marietta River, a stream that gathered its headwaters near Marietta, flowed southwestward past Parkersburg, West Virginia, Little Hocking, Coolville, Tuppers Plains and Chester, Ohio, to Hartford, West Virginia, thence across Mason County in that state to Cheshire, Ohio, thence southwestward along the present valley of the Ohio to near Gallipolis where its course was deflected northwestward past Rodney, Rio Grande, Centerville, Clay, Camba,
Keystone, Jackson and Cove to Glade, there joining the Teays River. Some of the larger tributaries of the Marietta were the Albany River, Zaleski Creek, and Barlow Creek.

PORTSMOUTH RIVER

The Portsmouth River rose near Manchester in Adams County, flowed eastward along what is now the valley of the Ohio past Rome and Buena Vista to Portsmouth, thence northward past Lucasville, Wakefield and Piketon to near Waverly where it united with the Teays. Remnants of the old Portsmouth Valley, not greatly disturbed, are found east of Lucasville, east of Clifford, at the mouth of Camp Creek, east of Wakefield and east of Piketon. In fact, from Portsmouth to Piketon the present Scioto occupies no large part of the old Portsmouth Valley.

LOGAN RIVER

The Logan River, a stream of Teays time, headed near the Athens-Hocking County line on the present Hocking River, flowed northward past Haydenville, Logan and Lancaster to either a large tributary or to the main stream of the Teays River. Old floor levels with Minford silts are present in many places near Union Furnace, Logan, Haydenville, Webb Summit and Greendale. The northern portion of the valley is filled with outwash and glacial drift.

PUTNAM CREEK

In Muskingum, eastern Licking and northeastern Perry counties remnants of drainage of Teays time are quite distinct in local areas. This stream may be called Putnam Creek as the old floor is so well preserved west of this place. It gathered its headwaters south of Crooksville in northeastern Perry County, flowed northward past Roseville, South Zanesville and Putnam to Shannon, thence westward to Newark where the old floor is lost in drift. A tributary of this stream rose near the Morgan-Muskingum County line, flowed northward past Philo to Sonora, thence westward joining Putnam Creek a few miles north of Zanesville. Remnants of old floors are well defined near Chandlersville, Sonora, Gilbert and Shannon. Typical Minford Silts are present near Roseville, Moxahala, South Zanesville, and Putnam, indicating that this stream was a direct tributary to the Teays. The elevation of the floor of Putnam Creek is
not far from 780 feet at Moxahala, 770 feet at Putnam, and 760 feet at Shannon, and that of the tributary 780 feet at Carlwick and 770 feet near Sonora. Along the course of this stream the bordering hills are commonly low and well rounded, a maturity indicative of that of the Teays.

CAMBRIDGE RIVER

The headwaters of the Cambridge River, the old stream of Teays time, was the same as that now drained by Wills Creek. It rose just west of the Flushing escarpment and had maturely dissected the area. Its course was northwestward past Cambridge, Kimbolton, Birds Run and Plainfield to West Lafayette where it entered the great valley now occupied by the Tuscarawas. From West Lafayette the course of the Cambridge River is not so definite as there is little evidence in support of either route. The main trend would project it past Coshocton and Warsaw to Millwood beyond which the bed is deeply buried by drift. Such a course would place a col on the Muskingum River near Adams Mills and another on the Tuscarawas near Gnadenhutten. Remnants of old floors are seen near Cambridge at an elevation of 840 feet, near Plainfield at 800 feet, and near Coshocton at 780 feet.

DOVER RIVER

One of the important early streams of southeastern Ohio was what may be called the Dover River which with tributaries drained parts of Belmont, Guernsey, Harrison, Tuscarawas, Holmes, Carroll, Columbiana, and Stark counties. These streams gathered their waters north and west of the Flushing escarpment in an area the general topography of which is much like that in the Teays basin. The Dover River headed far south, less than twenty miles from the Ohio River, in northwestern Belmont, northeastern Guernsey and western Harrison counties, in an area now drained by Stillwater Creek. The ancient stream flowed northward past Freeport, Uhrichsville, Dover and Beach City to Navarre where a thick mantle of drift leads to obscurity. The Dover River was joined by eastern tributaries, one in the valley now occupied by Conotton Creek and another in that of Sugar Creek. Owing to deep filling of drift and outwash and to obliteration by the succeeding stages of drainage, remnants of the floor of the Dover River are not conspicuous. The few observations such as at Newport
and Magnolia indicate that the main streams stood at elevations between 860 and 900 feet. The evidence is in support of the Dover River flowing on northward into the Lake Erie basin.

**PITTSBURGH RIVER**

The course of the Pittsburgh River has been carefully traced by Foshay, Hice, Leverett, Chamberlin, Campbell, Lamb and others throughout its extent south of the drift border. The main stream gathered its headwaters in the basins now occupied by the Allegheny and Monongahela rivers and flowed northwestern from Pittsburgh to Beaver, thence northward past Beaver Falls and New Castle to Hubbard, thence westward to Youngstown, and thence northward where it soon becomes lost under a deep mantle of drift. Evidence now available indicates that it flowed on northward through the Grand River basin to Lake Erie.

**STEUBENVILLE RIVER**

In Ohio, aside from the lower course of the main stream, the chief interest is a tributary that rose just east of the Flushing escarpment near Hannibal in Monroe County, flowed northeastern past Clarington, Bellaire, Steubenville and East Liverpool to Beaver, Pennsylvania, where it united with the main stream of the Pittsburgh River. This tributary, here called the Steubenville River for the sake of definition, drained parts of Monroe, Belmont, Harrison, Carroll and Columbiana counties and all of Jefferson. Another small tributary, distinctively named Negley Creek, drained most of Columbiana County. The Steubenville River and Negley Creek thus received the waters from the highland area of southeastern Ohio, the western border of which is the Flushing escarpment.

Along the upper course of the Steubenville River little evidence remains of old floors as the main stream and its tributaries had dissected little below the level of the Lexington peneplain, here only a strath stage. Further, through succeeding stages of cutting the streams simply dug themselves deeper in the same courses, thus obliterating the early prints, that of Teays time. Some shoulders, terraces and floors assigned to this stage appear at 1005 feet at Wellsburg, 990 feet at Costonia, 985 feet at New Cumberland, and 960 feet near Wellsville and East Liverpool. Along Negley Creek the evidence is more conclusive as the old floor is distinct in many
places. Near West Point the floor of the broad upland valley has an elevation not far from 970 feet and at Negley close to 930 feet. The Pittsburgh River thus draining the highland area of southeastern Ohio was a system separate and distinct from the Teays. The former evidently discharged its waters eastward to the Atlantic Ocean and the latter carried its load westward through the interior basin to the Gulf of Mexico.

EFFECTS OF AN EARLY GLACIER

The evidence supporting an early drift sheet, possibly Jerseyan, that touched Ohio, is more from effects on drainage than from direct deposits left from such an ice invasion. So far no deposits certainly attributed to this early ice flow are known in the state. Many changes, especially drainage modifications, are apparent in wide areas, are sufficiently old in point of physiographic history and are difficult to account for on any other assumption than the effects of an early glacier. Deposits assigned to the Jerseyan, or to a sheet much older than the Illinoian, are present in New Jersey, in east central Pennsylvania and locally in northwestern Pennsylvania.¹ Such deposits are considered correlative with strata of an early sheet in the Mississippi Valley.

In Ohio this early drift sheet appears to have not seriously modified any of the streams, such as the Pittsburgh, and Dover rivers flowing northward to the Lake region, but to have completely blocked the western course of the Teays. The eastern streams in passing from Teays to Deep Stage time simply settled down deeper in their course with only slight modifications.

The Teays River, however, was completely dammed in its lower course, with the result of flooding in the main valley and in those of all the larger tributaries. This was especially true of the streams in southern Ohio. Such valleys became long finger lakes. It was during this time that the Minford silts were deposited from the fine materials long held in suspension and carried into the basin from headwater areas, some far out into the Piedmont Plateau. Such silts in southern Ohio are found at elevations as high as 840 feet and are thus plastered well up on the valley walls of these old streams the relief of which was from 250 to 300 feet, the usual position below the Lexington peneplain. Eventually through continued ponding

the waters broke over low divides or cols and soon established a new system of drainage bearing little resemblance in direction or pattern to the older Teays system. This second cycle of drainage is known as the Deep Stage on account of the depth of cutting of the valleys.

UPLIFT AND REJUVENATION

Soon after the new system of drainage was outlined regional uplift took place with consequent active cutting of stream beds. Through this the stream floors were degraded much below the level of the Teays. At Wheelersburg where the Teays and Cincinnati rivers, both major streams, were in contact, the difference is 190 feet, the floor of the former standing at 650 feet, and that of the latter at 460 feet. This uplift, regional in extent, took place rather rapidly as the streams cut deep narrow valleys, a feature characteristic of this cycle of erosion. Compared to Teays the time interval of the Cincinnati cycle of erosion was not long as the streams of the latter were unable to widen the valleys, to deepen them headward, or to lower the bordering hills. During the period, however, much work was done as the major streams cut deep narrow valleys through thick deposits of resistant rock.

DEEP STAGE DRAINAGE

The Deep Stage drainage was first defined by Coffey and later detailed in parts by Ver Steeg, Lamborn, Lamb, Scranton, Happ, White and others. This cycle of erosion is interglacial in that it was inaugurated by an early ice sheet, possibly Jerseyan, and brought to a close by the Illinoian. Its main features are the development of many new streams especially in the old Teays basin, the deepening of all channels below the former levels, and the general immaturity of basin reduction. The important streams of Deep Stage time that drained southern Ohio are next considered. (See map of Deep Stage Drainage.)

CINCINNATI RIVER

The master stream of the area, which for clearness may be called the Cincinnati, received its waters almost entirely from the basin formerly drained by the Teays. This area includes that within the present basins of New, Gauley, Little Kanawha, Kanawha, Big Sandy, Little Sandy and others in southwestern Virginia, West Virginia, and eastern Kentucky,
and within those of the Muskingum, Hocking, and Scioto rivers in Ohio. The headwaters of the Cincinnati River need not be discussed here. From Charleston, West Virginia, the course was not along that of the Teays but along that of the present Kanawha to Point Pleasant. Here the new stream turned southwestward following within the basin but not along the direct course of the older Marietta River to Gallipolis, thence across a divide into the old Teays valley again at Huntington. From Point Pleasant to Huntington this is the
route of the present Ohio. From the latter place the Cincinnati River turned northwestward and closely followed the course of the Teays to Wheelersburg, thence across a divide to the old Portsmouth River, thence across another divide into an old basin of Teays time. Thus from Huntington the course was that of the present Ohio past Ironton, Portsmouth, Manchester and Maysville to Cincinnati, and thence on westward to the interior basin, where it finally discharged its waters into the Gulf of Mexico. The floor of the Cincinnati has an approximate elevation of 360 feet at Cincinnati, 460 feet at Portsmouth, 480 feet at Kenova, and 490 feet at Point Pleasant.

NEWARK RIVER

The Newark River as defined by Lamborn and other workers was an important tributary of the Cincinnati River and drained a large area in central and south central Ohio. This stream gathered its headwaters in part in the basin of the old Cambridge River and along that portion of the present Tuscarawas to the old divide at Gnadenhutten, which barrier separated the north-flowing from the west-flowing streams. Near Coshocton the Newark River received an important tributary from the north the basin of which is now drained by Killbuck Creek and the Walhonding River. The main stream thus formed by such contributions then flowed south-westward to Conesville, thence westward along the present Muskingum to Trinway, thence westward through the conspicuous abandoned valley past Frazeysburg and Black Run to Newark where the course is less evident through deep burial by glacial drift. As shown by Lamborn, the main stream received at Newark an important tributary from the north, then flowed southwestward past Buckeye Lake, Basil and Carroll to Circleville where other tributaries were received from the north. From Circleville the course of the Newark River was southward, along the present Scioto, past Chillicothe, Richmondale, Waverly and Piketon to Portsmouth, where it joined the master stream, the Cincinnati River. From Chillicothe to Waverly the Newark River flowed in reverse direction to the Teays and from Waverly to Portsmouth in reverse to that of the Portsmouth. The floor of the Newark River has an elevation of approximately 480 feet at Waverly, 500 feet at Chillicothe, 520 feet at Circleville, 521 feet at North Baltimore, 541 feet at Buckeye Lake, 554 feet at Conesville and 594 feet at Coshocton.
The Newark River had many small tributaries, a few of which may be mentioned. One began near the Morgan-Muskingum County line, flowed northward past Philo, Zanesville and Dresden to the main stream at Trinway. Another branch of some importance began at the divide near Nelsonville, flowed northward past Haydenville, Logan, and Lancaster, and united just north of Carroll with the Newark River. The course of another Deep Stage stream is quite apparent from South Bloomingville westward to Laurelville. Important tributaries, now deeply buried by drift, were received from the north at Circleville and from the west at Chillicothe. The Newark River and its tributaries are responsible for much physiographic history of interest in central and southern Ohio.

POMEROY RIVER

A stream of Deep Stage time of importance in southern Ohio is what may be called the Pomeroy River from the name of the place in Meigs County past which it flowed. This stream gathered its headwaters west of the Flushing escarpment in the Lexington peneplain area in southern Monroe, southern Noble, and eastern Washington counties. It flowed within the basin of the Marietta River of Teays time but instead of following closely the older course it carved a new way well up on the rim of the depression. The course was that now taken by the present Ohio from Marietta past Parkersburg, Ravenswood, Racine and Pomeroy to Point Pleasant where it united with the Cincinnati River. Tributary divides were near Sardis on the present Ohio River, at the Morgan-Muskingum county line of the Muskingum River, and at the Athens-Hocking county line on the Hocking River.

CLEVELAND RIVER

The Deep Stage Cleveland River drained, in the main, the basin of the Teays Stage Dover River. In the headwater areas little change was made during the second cycle except deepening the channels some 200 feet below the former level. These streams were deeply entrenched, had steep abrupt walls, and were immature in gradation and dissection. The major stream has been well traced by Ver Steeg and others northward from Uhrichsville past Dover, Massillon and Barberton to Lake Erie at East Cleveland. It gathered its headwaters, north and west of the Flushing escarpment, in
northwest Belmont, northeast Guernsey, western Harrison and southeast Tuscarawas counties in territory reduced mainly to the level of the Lexington peneplain but within the basin of the north-flowing streams. The Cleveland River shows abnormalities in character of gradient, depth of channel, and character of fill.

**WARREN RIVER**

The Deep Stage cycle of stream development in eastern Ohio and western Pennsylvania consisted, in the main, of simply deepening the courses of the older Teays cycle as the limits of the basins and as the general direction of the courses remained much the same in both. Only minor changes are evident. Throughout the entire area the streams still have Deep Stage characteristics: that is, they have narrow valleys with steep walls, have few laterals, and have not prominently reduced the bordering hills.

The main stream was what may be known as the Warren River. Its course was quite the same as that of the Pittsburgh River, that is northward from Pittsburgh, past Beaver Falls, New Castle, Hubbard and Youngstown to Warren where it is deeply buried by drift. From Warren the stream appears to have flowed on northward to Lake Erie. The tributary receiving drainage from southeastern Ohio for identification is called the Bellaire River. Throughout this area the Teays and Deep Stage cycles of erosion were continuous or without a definite break, the definition coming from changes and influences at work elsewhere.

**ILLINOIAN GLACIATION**

**GENERAL STATEMENT**

One of the important factors in changing the physiography of Ohio was the Illinoian glacier which had a marked influence in leveling the surface, through burial by drift, of about three-fifths of the state and further in changing the drainage systems throughout the entire area. The position of the Illinoian ice front in northeastern Ohio is not known as the later Wisconsin drift pushed farther south and thus obliterated the evidence of the preceding sheet. The Illinoian drift is first evident near Loudonville in Ashland County. From here the border of this drift extends southward past Brinkhaven, Knox County; New Guilford, Coshocton County; Hanover, Licking County; Gratiot,
Muskingum County; Fultonham and Junction City, Perry County; Sugar Grove, Fairfield County; Haynes, Hocking County; Chillicothe and Bainbridge, Ross County; Cynthiana, Pike County; Belfast, Highland County; Seaman, Adams County, to the Ohio River at Ripley, Brown County.

The Illinoian was a thick sheet of glacial ice and hence had much influence both directly and indirectly in shaping surface features. It completely obliterated the Deep Stage drainage in the area passed over and was effective in revamping much of that in a wide area south of its border. It also left great quantities of glacial debris—drift, outwash, etc.—for weathering agencies and stream forces to work upon. This condition was much different from that in pre-Illinoian time where the mantle was only decayed rock and the stream burden only the wash from the hills. South and east of the glacial border the chief work caused through the Illinoian drift was stream modification.

**Post-Illinoian Drainage Stage**

**General Statement**

The answer to the question of whether or not the Illinoian glacier blocked the northward passage of the Cleveland and Warren rivers is uncertain. The chief evidence, however, supports the view that these streams continued undisturbed during the time between the Illinoian and the Wisconsin ice sheets. The older glacier certainly obliterated by burying with a thick mantle of drift the Newark drainage of central Ohio from Hanover to Chillicothe and the Cincinnati River from Ripley to Cincinnati. As this ice was an effective barrier the waters from the unglaciated portion of southeastern Ohio and from large areas in the states to the south sought other outlets and thus established new lines of drainage. (See map of Post-Illinoian Drainage.)

**New Martinsville River**

In this area the master stream of the post-Illinoian and pre-Wisconsin period, which for definition may be called the New Martinsville River from a place near the col, occupied much the same valley as that of the Ohio of today except that the older stream was reversed in flow. The ice barrier at Ripley completely obstructed drainage to the westward.
Further, no passage ways are evident south of the drift border in the uplands of Kentucky. The ice obstruction resulted in vast ponding of water east of the ice front in all the valleys of the Deep Stage streams. New outlets were a natural consequence. Eventually the flood waters rose to such a height that they found an opening through a low divide or col near Sardis then continued down the Steubenville and Warren rivers and finally reached the sea to the east. This change was affected apparently with no great amount of work. Some cutting was necessary through the highlands at the Sardis col and through the upper course of the Steubenville River. Along many of the older valleys, however, filling took place as the floors of the new rivers were much above the level of the preceding Deep Stage streams. Through these changes the New Martinsville River thus received the drainage of southeastern Ohio, northeastern Kentucky, central and western West Virginia and parts of western Virginia.

POST-ILLINOIAN MUSKINGUM RIVER

The Illinoian ice sheet at this time thus gave rise to the shaping of the present Muskingum and Hocking rivers by forcing the flood waters over low divides from one basin to another. The Newark drainage system from Hanover to Chillicothe was completely buried by the ice. This obstruction so ponded the headwaters of the Newark River that a new way was opened across the col at the Morgan-Muskingum county line, thus uniting in one stream the old north-flowing river and the south-flowing river. The result of this change was the post-Illinoian Muskingum River which, with some modifications through the later Wisconsin drift period, has remained to the present time.

The ice dam at Sugar Grove caused a discharge of the waters of the small basin of Lancaster Creek over a low divide near the Athens-Hocking county line, close to East Clayton, and then down the Deep Stage Athens River to the major stream, now flowing eastward. Here also little new work was required to make the change as the dividing ridge was low and narrow, as the older streams were deeply trenched well toward their headwaters and as the floor of the new stream was raised, through filling with silt, sand and gravel, to a level much above that of the older one. This post-Illinoian Hocking River thus created has undergone no radical changes since that time. The later Wisconsin cycle of glaciation and erosion made some modifications, mainly through filling.
POST-ILLINOIAN SCIONO RIVER

The part of the Deep Stage Newark River from Chillicothe to Portsmouth was not materially changed in course during Illinoian time. The work consisted mainly in filling the valley quite deeply with outwash material and thereby raising the floor level. Some side streams, however, were considerably modified. Salt Creek in Western Hocking and western Vinton counties was shaped at this time. The ice dam at Haynes deflected the waters of several small streams over a col in Section 36, Salt Creek Township, Hocking County to a stream draining to the southwestward. At this time local changes were effected in the lower course at Salt Creek. Brush Creek in central Adams County was altered at this time in parts of its course.
Wisconsin Glaciation

general statement

The last great ice sheet to invade Ohio was the Wisconsin glacier, the deposits of which are apparent over about two-thirds of the state. It made many changes in the surface features, leveling certain areas to a smooth plain, piling up drift in others to knobby hills, and filling certain valleys with great quantities of outwash materials. In eastern Ohio the Wisconsin ice sheet extended about one-third of the way across the state, whereas the older Illinoian is considered to be absent or as yet is not definitely recognized. Throughout the central part of the state the two borders are not widely separated, the younger lagging a little behind the older. In western Ohio the conditions are quite different. Here the Illinoian passed south of the Ohio River, whereas the Wisconsin lacked from 15 to 40 miles of reaching this line of drainage. The border of the Wisconsin ice is defined, in a general way, by a line from Clarkson, Columbiana County, westward through North Industry, Stark County; Wilmot, Tuscarawas County; Millersburg, Holmes County; Loudonville, Ashland County, to near Lexington, Richland County. At the latter place the terminal boundary turns southward, through nearly a 90° angle, and extends through Gambier, Knox County, to Chillicothe, Ross County. Another change in direction here deflects the border westward through Rainsboro, Highland County; Martinsville, Clinton County; Hamilton, Warren County, and Lockland, Hamilton County, to the Ohio-Indiana line near the village of Harrison.

The Wisconsin appears to have been a somewhat thicker or more massive ice sheet than the older Illinoian as is indicated by the accumulations left in typical areas. It was certainly an effective barrier in blocking drainage along its front, produced large floods of water for stream work, and yielded great quantities of silt, sand and gravel for outwash deposits along streams that lead out from the border. Beyond the ice border the period was more constructive in building up new deposits than destructive in tearing down old ones. Many changes were thus effected both through the direct action of the glacier in the area passed over and through its secondary modifications far out into the driftless region. Drainage alterations were important.
PRESENT STREAMS

GENERAL STATEMENT

The chief effects of the Wisconsin glacier on the streams of the driftless area of southern Ohio and of adjacent parts of the bordering states were, first, changes of direction of flow through blocking some of the older lines of drainage and through the opening of other passages and, second, choking the adjacent valleys with silt, sand and gravel, thus causing the new streams to flow at higher levels. The courses of the present streams
in southeastern Ohio are on this account more or less composite in make-up, some much so. Work may have been done through Teays, Deep Stage, post-Illinoian or post-Wisconsin time or through most any combination of these. The Ohio Valley for example is the result of some action throughout each of these degradation periods. (See map of present streams.)

**OHIO RIVER**

The ice advanced southward to the middle of the state in western Pennsylvania and to a line through central Columbiana, southern Stark, northern Tuscarawas, central Holmes, southern Ashland and southern Richland counties in Eastern Ohio. It thus completely obliterated the northern passages of the old Warren and Cleveland rivers, making necessary changes in the headwater drainage. The waters from the basin of the Warren River in Pennsylvania and West Virginia and that from the New Martinsville River—draining through the Warren—in southern Ohio, West Virginia and eastern Kentucky were thus forced by the ice dam near Ellwood City, Pennsylvania, to find a new way to the sea. As the Wisconsin glacier did not reach in southwestern Ohio, the old valley of the Deep Stage Cincinnati River with its thin veneer of Illinoian drift, this outlet was reopened and the Ohio River as we know it today took outline with the flow of water to the west. Much of the work involved in this change was simply filling and regrading.

**TUSCARAWAS RIVER**

Burial of the lower part of the basin of the old Cleveland River by the Wisconsin glacier with stagnation of the headwaters appears to be the most plausible explanation for the peculiar shifts of the present Tuscarawas River from Bolivar to Coshocton. Through ice advancement the waters from the Sandy Creek basin were deflected southward, towards Zoar, in wide valley of the older north-flowing stream. Then this flood of water increased by that from Conotton Creek were forced over a col to the westward and thus cut the gorge-like valley from Zoarville to Dover. The old divide was located near the present Dover dam. This constricted valley, so new in appearance, most probably was cut late in the advance of the Wisconsin ice sheet.
From Dover to Tuscarawas village the present Tuscarawas River flows in reverse direction to that of the old Cleveland River and at a much higher level. The accumulated waters from Sandy and Conotton Creeks with that from the upper courses of Stillwater Creek were sufficient to flow headward up a tributary of the post-Illinoian Muskingum River which provided an outlet to the master stream, the Ohio River. This passage way, however, is not like others of known recent origin. The valley from Tuscarawas village to Coshocton has about normal width and its floor is quite deeply degraded. In these respects this part of the valley more nearly resembles the work of a Deep Stage than a Wisconsin Stage Stream.

MUSKINGUM RIVER

As the post-Illinoian Muskingum River proper was not reached by the Wisconsin ice no important modifications were necessary to take care of the waters from the melting ice. The main work accomplished was in discharging much outwash, silt, sand and gravel, for thick deposits along the valley. These accumulations are now represented by the high-level terraces very evident locally from Coshocton to Marietta.

HOCKING RIVER

The post-Illinoian Hocking River was beyond the influence of major changes through the Wisconsin glacier. Only the headwater streams were directly affected. The valley, however, received some contribution in the way of outwash materials. Further, a few shifts in the line of drainage appear, the most important being new ways near Rockbridge in Hocking County and at “The Plains” in Athens County.

SCIOTO RIVER

The Wisconsin ice pushed southward to Chillicothe obliterating of course all drainage lines north of this place. As the post-Illinoian Scioto valley from Chillicothe to Portsmouth was especially wide and open—the work of both Teays and Deep Stage erosion—the main accomplishment from the last ice invasion was the piling up of additional masses of silt, sand and gravel, locally a hundred or more feet in thickness. These deposits are now represented in the high terraces along the valley walls.
TERRACES

One of the results of the ice invasions is that the present streams are in general degrading in character, that is, they are still busily engaged in removing this filling of outwash material. Through such action many fine terraces are found along these valleys. From one to four well defined terraces may be recognized. This is especially true along the Ohio River across the reach of the state, along the Tuscarawas-Muskingum from Zoar to Marietta, along the Hocking from Lancaster to Hockingport and along the Scioto from Chillicothe to Portsmouth.

SUMMARY

The physiography of Southeastern Ohio thus presents a story with the degrading agencies of nature, with rock strata of different kinds and various densities, with uplifts by the great forces that build land surfaces and with repeated glaciation with profound modifications as the prime factors in leaving a surface with a multiplicity of features that attract attention and call for explanation. Few other regions are so rich in a jumble of markings of natural events. Many contributing elements are far from clear but this uncertainty adds to the interest of the story and allows for new interpretations by other workers. Southeastern Ohio thus offers much for the student of physiography, geology, botany, biology and kindred sciences.
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